
SHE WANTS IT: DESIRE, POWER, 
AND TOPPLING THE PATRIARCHY  
by Jill Soloway 

AUGUST 26
FACILITATED BY RACHEL RUDMAN

In this poignant memoir of personal transformation, 
Jill Soloway takes us on a patriarchy-toppling 
emotional and professional journey. When Jill’s 
parent came out as transgender, Jill pushed 

through the male-dominated landscape of Hollywood to create the 
groundbreaking and award-winning Amazon TV series Transparent. 
Exploring identity, love, sexuality, and the blurring of boundaries through 
the dynamics of a complicated and profoundly resonant American family, 
Transparent gave birth to a new cultural consciousness. While working 
on the show and exploding mainstream ideas about gender, Jill began to 
erase the lines on their own map, finding their voice as a director, show 
creator, and activist.

DINNER AT THE CENTER OF THE 
EARTH: 
A NOVEL  
by Nathan Englander

OCTOBER 28
FACILITATED BY RABBI MARK MILLER

A prisoner in a secret cell. The guard who has 
watched over him a dozen years. An American 
waitress in Paris. A young Palestinian man in Berlin 

who strikes up an odd friendship with a wealthy Canadian businessman. 
And The General, Israel’s most controversial leader, who lies dying in a 
hospital, the only man who knows of the prisoner’s existence. From these 
vastly different lives Nathan Englander has woven a powerful, intensely 
suspenseful portrait of a nation riven by insoluble conflict, even as the 
lives of its citizens become fatefully and inextricably entwined--a political 
thriller of the highest order that interrogates the anguished, violent 
division between Israelis and Palestinians, and dramatizes the immense 
moral ambiguities haunting both sides. Who is right, who is wrong--who 
is the guard, who is truly the prisoner?

FLORENCE ADLER SWIMS 
FOREVER: A NOVEL
by Rachel Beanland

JANUARY 6
FACILITATED BY CANTOR RACHEL  
GOTTLIEB KALMOWITZ

Atlantic City, 1934. Every summer, Esther and 
Joseph Adler rent their house out to vacationers 
escaping to “America’s Playground” and move into 

the small apartment above their bakery. Despite the cramped quarters, 
this is the apartment where they raised their two daughters, Fannie and 

Florence, and it always feels like home.
Now Florence has returned from college...and Fannie, pregnant 
again after recently losing a baby, is on bedrest for the duration 
of her pregnancy. After Joseph insists they take in a mysterious 
young woman whom he recently helped emigrate from Nazi 
Germany, the apartment is bursting at the seams. When tragedy 
strikes, Esther makes the shocking decision to hide the truth—
at least until Fannie’s baby is born—and pulls the family into 
an elaborate web of secret-keeping and lies. Based on a true 
story, Beanland’s family saga is a breathtaking portrait of just 
how far we will go to in order to protect our loved ones and an 

uplifting portrayal of how the human spirit can endure—and 
even thrive—after tragedy.

 

GOOD TALK: A MEMOIR IN 
CONVERSATIONS 
Mira Jacob

FEBRUARY 24
FACILITATED BY 
RABBI MEGAN BRUDNEY

Like many six-year-olds, Mira Jacob’s half-Jewish, 
half-Indian son, Z, has questions about everything. 
At first they are innocuous enough, but as tensions 
from the 2016 election spread from the media 

into his own family, they become much, much more complicated. Trying 
to answer him honestly, Mira has to think back to where she’s gotten 
her own answers: her most formative conversations about race, color, 
sexuality, and, of course, love. Written with humor and vulnerability, this 
deeply relatable graphic memoir is a love letter to the art of conversation—
and to the hope that hovers in our most difficult questions.

SEND FOR ME: A NOVEL
by Lauren Fox

APRIL 28
FACILITATED BY 
DEBBIE MOROSOHK 

Annelise is a dreamer: imagining her future 
while working at her parents’ popular bakery 
in Feldenheim, Germany. There are rumors that 
anti-Jewish sentiment is on the rise, but Annelise 
and her parents can’t quite believe that it will 
affect them; they’re hardly religious at all. Luckily 

Annelise and her husband are given the chance to leave for America, but 
they must go without her parents, whose future and safety are uncertain.
Two generations later, in a small Midwestern city, Annelise’s 
granddaughter, Clare, is a young woman newly in love. But when she 
stumbles upon a trove of her grandmother’s letters from Germany, she 
sees the history of her family’s sacrifices in a new light, and suddenly 
she’s faced with an impossible choice: the past, or her future. A novel of 
dazzling emotional richness that is based on letters from Lauren Fox’s 
own family, Send for Me is a major departure for this acclaimed author, 
an epic and intimate exploration of mothers and daughters, duty and 
obligation, hope and forgiveness.

NOBODY WILL TELL YOU THIS 
BUT ME: A TRUE (AS TOLD BY 
ME) STORY
by Bess Kalb

JUNE 3
FACILITATED BY LAURA GOTTLIEB
Even after she left home for Hollywood, Emmy-
nominated TV writer Bess Kalb saved every 
voicemail her grandmother Bobby Bell ever left 
her. Bobby was a force—irrepressible, glamorous, 

unapologetically opinionated. Bobby doted on Bess; Bess adored Bobby. 
Then, at ninety, Bobby died. But in this debut memoir, Bobby is speaking to 
Bess once more, in a voice as passionate as it ever was in life. Recounting 
both family lore and family secrets, Bobby brings us four generations 
of indomitable women and the men who loved them. There’s Bobby’s 
mother, who traveled solo from Belarus to America in the 1880s to escape 
the pogroms, and Bess’s mother, a 1970s rebel who always fought against 
convention. But it was Bobby and Bess who always had the most powerful 
bond. Nobody Will Tell You This But Me marks the creation of a totally new, 
virtuosic form of memoir: a reconstruction of a beloved grandmother’s 
words and wisdom to tell her family’s story with equal parts poignancy 
and hilarity.

Sessions will be virtual at noon on THURSDAYS
(Subject to change later in the year when in person programming resumes)

JOIN ZOOM MEETING
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83267194488

bites & books For more information, contact 
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Resources at lgottlieb@tbeonline.org.
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